Black Friday Blitz – November 14th to 25th
WHERE: At a Walmart Store that we assign or one that you choose.
TIME: Anytime Between November 14th – November 25th
WHY: Walmart workers have been hard at work building an empowering & innovative digital tool to organize
for real, lasting change at Walmart. Getting the app, called “WorkIt” into as many workers hands as possible is
a critical step in building worker power to continue to take on the billionaire Waltons and win.
WHAT YOU CAN DO: Join Walmart workers in their lead up to the holidays with a Black Friday Blitz to get this
powerful technology into as many workers hands as possible - before Walmart has a chance to go on the
offensive. Our goal is to visit as many stores as possible and talk with workers about OUR Walmart and get
them to join our community by downloading Workit.
WHAT DO I DO ONCE I AM THERE: Break-up into small team of one to two people and hand workers
information about how to download WorkIt. Please use the rap and rules to a successful store visit as your
guide.
WHAT DO I DO WHEN I AM DONE WITH MY VISIT: Post or send us a picture of yourself, family and friends and as many or as few as you can gather- with a homemade poster explaining that you are out supporting
#WalmartStrikers. We are asking everyone to take this simple but powerful action.
Take a piece of paper or poster board and make a sign
that says (example below):
“[CITY, STATE ] stands with #WalmartStrikers”
then take a picture of you and whoever is with
you in front of the Walmart with the sign on
and email it to us at OURWalmartinfo@gmail.com.
Then you should post it on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. using the hashtag #WalmartStrikers.
**Please carefully read instructions on the next page.**

IMPORTANT: If you live in Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Maryland, Ohio or Texas, we ask that you remain off Walmart
property and do not enter the store. Courts have prohibited non-associates who are agents of OUR
Walmart from holding events inside Walmart stores or on adjacent parking lots and sidewalks in Arkansas, Colorado,
Florida, Maryland, Ohio and Texas.
A court has prohibited non-associate agents of OUR Walmart from holding events inside Walmart’s California stores
(parking lots are okay). During the Blitz, in an abundance of caution, we are asking all non-associates to engage Walmart
associates only outside the stores, while associates are on break or as they arrive or depart their shifts. You can speak to
Walmart workers and give them information about WorkIt if they are eating at an in-store restaurant like McDonalds,
where it is clear that associates are on a break. Please do not not approach associates while they are working except to
briefly say that they can talk to you after work or at lunch. In these states, be sure to follow these rules.
ALL VISITS MUST BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THESE RULES:

•

When distributing palm cards or items, greet the intended recipients and offer one to them. If someone declines,
don’t try to force them to accept. Wish the recipient a good day, whether or not they accept. Do not leave palm
cards or items on shelves, the floor, the ground or anywhere else.

•

If you are leafleting associates, do not interrupt if they are assisting customers. Wait until after they have finished.
Ask associates to read the palm card during breaks or after work.

•

If associates who are working ask questions, answer if you can answer briefly. Otherwise, ask if you can talk to
them someplace else after work. Of course, take as much time as necessary to answer questions of associates on
break.

•

If you see anyone drop palm cards or items, please pick them up. When the event is over, please pick up any leaflet
or item that anyone has dropped or left anywhere.

•

Participants should not block parking lots, traffic lanes, sidewalks, store entrances or any area inside stores.
Blocking means people can’t walk through event participants to get to where they need to go.

•

Be peaceful, professional and polite. If you get into a discussion, hold your ground but be professional and polite.
Do not get into arguments, raise your voice or threaten anyone. Do not say anything insulting or intimidating. Stay
sober and drug-free.

•

You are not “soliciting” by talking to associates or asking them to accept leaflets or other items. Under federal law
and Walmart’s policies, soliciting only means asking associates to sign union cards. It does not mean talking about
working conditions, events, strikes, OUR Walmart or Workit.

•

If a police officer or manager asks you to leave, explain that: associates have rights under federal law and the First
Amendment to participate in events at Walmart’s stores.

o Other participants, such as allies and organizers, have the right under federal law to participate because
Walmart allows other groups to conduct activities at its stores.

o You have not done anything to lose those rights and have been peaceful, orderly and have not blocked
o

anyone’s access to any area inside or outside the store.
If the officer continues to ask that the event stop or threatens to arrest anyone, participants should
move to the nearest public property, such as a sidewalk.

Questions? Email us at OURWalmartinfo@gmail.com

Organization United for Respect (OUR) is a non-profit organization, organized under the laws of the District of Columbia. OUR brings together
low-income workers, their families and communities to improve working conditions in the retail industry throughout the United States, promote
human and civil rights secured by law, build strong and healthy communities, and end all forms of discrimination. OUR Walmart is a project of
OUR. OUR does not intend or seek to represent retail employees over terms and conditions of employment, or to bargain with retail
employers, including Walmart.

